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PRIVACY POLICY

Summary:

Other than image manipulation and saving an altered (cropped) copy, Frame-A-Face software does not 
collect, store, use or transmit any personal information about subjects during normal software 
operation.

The FrameAFace.com website does not collect, store, use or transmit any personal data, information 
(including cookies).

If you need more information about Frame-A-Face, please use the contact link on the FrameAFace.com
website or email the support team at info@frameaface.com.

Privacy Policy:

Protecting your personal information is of special concern to us. 

The FrameAFace.com website does not use cookies.
The use of the website is possible without providing personal information.

Data transmission over the internet (eg in the communication by e-mail, or over unencrypted web 
pages) can exhibit security gaps.  A complete protection of the data from access by third parties is not 
possible.

When purchasing a Frame-A-Face license key, basic information about the purchaser and the 
purchaser's system is collected (user name, hardware ID, IP address, and email address) is collected. 
This information is used to register and maintain the software license key.  The user's email address 
may be used for direct communication between Frame-A-Face development or support team and 
customers.  This information is not shared with any third party for marketing purposes.

If Frame-A-Face software or the current holding company of Frame-A-Face software is sold, the 
information collected to register and maintain the Frame-A-Face software license key may be passed to
the purchaser.  The purchaser is bound by the current privacy policy until a new policy is distributed.

Frame-A-Face may update this privacy policy at any time.  When updated, it will be posted online 
here: http://www.frameaface.com/FAF_Privacy_Policy.pdf



Contact us

If you contact us by e-mail, your details will be stored with us for the purpose of processing the request
and in case of follow-up questions.  This information is not shared with any third party for marketing 
purposes.

You can reach the Frame-A-Face team by email here:

E-Mail: info@frameaface.com


